Abstract. Natural flyers and man-made MAVs generally use multiple flapping wing configurations. To understand the aerodynamic performance, three different flapping configurations: single wing, tandem wings, and biplane wings are numerically simulated by a URANS solver coupled with an overset grid method. Moreover, effect of kinematics including oscillating frequency, angle of attack and wing to tail distance are detailed investigated. Results show that the wing-tail interaction significantly benefits the thrust generation when the wings are tandem arranged. Additionally, the tandem arrangement is the most efficiency configuration when applied with high frequencies. Biplane wings model has the most inefficiency propulsive performance, nevertheless it can provide an extensive aerodynamic force. With the increasing AOA, biplane has the largest critical angle from thrust to drag. Wing-tail interaction becomes weaker when the tail is mounted further from the flapping wings. The present of the tail in tandem model bring more benefits compared with the tail in biplane model. The tail in biplane model is only functional for flight control when applied with a non-zero angle of attack.
Introduction
Of all locomotion, nature created flying is always the most fascinating one due to its outstanding flight efficiency and maneuverability. Birds, insects and cetaceans use their flapping wings or body system to solely generate both lift and thrust. Recently, the development of micro air vehicles (MAVs) has stimulated the interest in flapping motion. There is therefore an increased desire to provide a deeper insight into the aerodynamic mechanisms of flapping flight and how they may be adopted or integrated for the design of flapping MAVs. Ultimately, it is always essential to offer the designers and engineers a clear picture about the overall aero/hydrodynamic knowledge and useful tools to organize the flapping mechanism which is most suitable for specific mission objective and flight envelop.
Studies about the flapping mechanisms have been extensively reported in the literature. The thrust generated by an oscillating wing was first observed by Knoller [1] in 1909 and similar work has been done by Betz [2] in 1912. They observed that a wing performing a sinusoidal oscillating motion in a free stream can generate both lift and thrust, which is now known as the Knoller-Betz effect. The Knoller-Betz effect was firstly verified experimentally by Katzmayr [3] in wind tunnel tests at the Technical University of Vienna. Garrick [4] published a set of equations for thrust and efficiency of the flapping wing based on flat-plate theory. Von Karman and Burgers [5] firstly gave the theoretical explanation for the drag and thrust of the flapping wings, by relating it to the observed shape and orientation of a double row of counter rotating vortex pairs in the wake, i.e., the von Karman vortex street. Based on thin airfoil theory, Garrick [4] indicated that the propulsive efficiency of purely plunging airfoils drops rapidly from values close to one at low frequencies to close to 0.5 as the frequency is increased. Nevertheless, the foregoing research has been largely limited to configurations of a single airfoil that could flap in pure plunge, pure pitch and a combination of plunge-pitch mode. In view of this, the prediction of single oscillating airfoil or wing behavior becomes relatively simple, based on the accumulated data base. However, due to the limitations in manufacturing precision, materials and miniaturization, artificial ornithopters cannot fly as good as natural flappers. That is the reason that only few of the existing flapping MAVs adopt the single wings mode which the natural flyers use. In contrast, tandem and biplane configurations are widely used in flapping MAVs, such as "DelFly" [6, 7] , to obtain extra aerodynamic forces, high propulsive efficiency and reliable control capability. Understanding and predicting of the aerodynamic characteristics interaction between wing and tail or between the close coupled wings therefore becomes essential.
The present study addresses a numerical study on the aerodynamic characteristics of multiple flapping wing configurations, by using an overset grid technique proposed by Deng et al. [8] to guarantee mesh quality when large deformation happens. Three different two-dimensional flapping configurations are considered: 1) single wing with a combined plunge-pitch mode, 2) tandem arrangement with a stationary tail and 3) biplane configurations with two opposed flapping wings as well as a tail. In this investigation a parametric study is performed to reveal the effect of the reduced frequency, angle of attack and wing to tail distance. All wing and tail elements are represented by a NACA0012 airfoil. The oscillation motion is prescribed with a combination of plunging and pitching. Aerodynamic characteristics includes the propulsive performance, lift enhancement and wing to tail interaction are numerically predicted and analyzed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the methodologies employed in this paper are presented and further verified and validated in Section 3. Subsequently, the computational set up for the three different flapping models are described in Section 4. Numerical results of the aerodynamic characteristics are performed in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
Numerical methodology

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian Navier-Stroke equations
For the general problem of compressible flows in a moving and deforming computational domain Ω, the integral form of unsteady compressible Navier-Stroke equations can be written as:
where = ( , , , , ) , ( ) and ( ) represent the convective and viscous fluxes. Γ is the low Mach preconditioning matrix [9] , which allows obtaining efficient and accurate solutions at low Mach numbers. In order to obtain meaningful solutions for unsteady flow, it is necessary to use a pseudo time approach. It is therefore and in Eq. (1) are the pseudo and physical times. Defining = • , where = ( , , ) corresponds to a Lagrangian system, and = 0 is a Eulerian one. In the present formulation, = 0 is arbitrarily specified. The in-house solver used in the present study can be operated on any type of mesh, viz. structured, unstructured and Cartesian or hybrid of them. The solver is spatially discretized by a unified method for cell-centered and vertex-centered scheme. The inviscid flux through the interface between the adjacent control volumes is calculated using a reformulated Roe-type flux difference splitting scheme. The pseudo time term in Eq. (1) is temporally discretized with a first order backward difference and the physical time term is discretized in an implicit fashion by means of 2-step backward difference respectively. A detail description of the in-house programmed CFD solver can be found in [10] . The Reynolds numbers in the present computations are all set at 10,000, hence the laminar flow is considered.
Aerodynamic force and power calculation
The time-averaged aerodynamic force and power in the present research are defined as:
where ( ) is the aerodynamic force of a wall element. Furthermore, the thrust coefficient , aerodynamic power coefficient , , and the propulsive efficiency (the ratio of thrust coefficient to power coefficient) are given respectively by:
where and are the incoming free-stream velocity and the chord length.
Solver verification and validation
An airfoil that oscillates in plunge motion is considered in this section to assess the verification and validation of the solver as well as the overset grid technique we developed. Experimental and numerical results from literatures are employed for computational validation.
In order to test the grid and time step sensitivity, the unsteady flow of a purely plunging NACA0014 airfoil is computed under conditions of = 2, = 0.4 , and = 10,000. During the test, three mesh models with different resolutions (seen in Fig. 1(b) -(d) and Table 1 ) are considered over a same background Cartesian mesh ( Fig. 1(a) ). Moreover, three different inner time steps (20, 50, 100) are also evaluated. Fig. 1. a) The overset grid setup of the plunging NACA0014 airfoil and the near views of the three different resolution in Table 1 (Mesh A to C) Fig. 2 shows the drag coefficients history of the mesh and time step refinement versus with non-dimensional time, respectively. For a further validation, computation results from Tuncer & Kaya [11] , and Miao & Ho [12] are also plotted in Fig. 2 (a) . It is evident that the present solver can spatially and temporally guarantee the numerical accuracy.
a) Mesh refinement b) Time step refinement 
Flapping wing kinematics and computational set-up
In present study, three different flapping models are considered: (a) Single airfoil in an oscillating model; (b) Tandem model with an oscillating forward wing and a non-oscillating rearward wing; (c) Biplane model with two opposed oscillating wing and a stationary tail which is corresponded to the configuration of the DelFly onithopter. The flapping kinematics used in this study is a combination of sinusoidal pitching and sinusoidal plunging, with pivot point at quarter-chord location from the leading edge. Fig. 4 illustrates the three flapping models, the plunge and pitch motion equations are given by Eqs. (4) (5), respectively:
where and are the plunging and pitching amplitudes, respectively, while stands for the phase lag between pitch and plunge motion. Anderson et al. [13] pointed that the propulsive efficiency reached a maximum at = 90°, hence, the phase lag of all the computations in present study is set at 90°.
For 
Results and discussions
Effect of wing to tail interaction
Taylor [14] reported that the propulsive efficiency for the flying and swimming animals peaks at about Strouhal Number ( ) = 0.29. It is therefore = 0.29, corresponding to ≈ 2.0, was set as the critical case. The chord-based Reynolds number was set at 10,000, typical for the operating range of most flapping wing MAVs. The propulsive coefficients of three different flapping models are compared in Table 2 . Both of the tandem and biplane wing configurations have a significant increase of the thrust coefficient. A slight power requirement of the tandem wing results in a 22 % enhancement in the propulsive efficiency compared to the single wing. The biplane wing configuration can produce the largest thrust, while at the same time consumes more power consumption makes it the worst propulsive efficiency. Fig. 5 plots the historical lift and thrust coefficients in one flapping period. It can be seen from the figure that both the and have a notable increase when the flapping wing is combined with a rearward tail. The computational results, hence, evidence that the aerodynamic interaction between the flapping wing and the tail has a beneficial effect on the propulsive performance. In order to provide a detailed insight into the wing-tail interaction, the vorticity contours of the three flapping configurations are plotted in Fig. 6 . In the three flapping modes, similar flow topology of the forward flapping wing(s) can be observed. When the tail is present in the flow field, a leading edge vortex forms on the tail during the down stroke of the forward flapping wing, seen in Fig. 6 middle column, which converts the vertical energy generated by the flapping wing into additional lift and thrust. It is also noted that at / = 0.9, the leading edge vortex shed from the forward flapping wing directly blows the stationary leading edge on the tail, which causes a dramatic drop of and in Fig. 5 . For the biplane model, seen in Fig. 6 (right column), the flow performance behaves extremely unsteady due to opposed motion of the oscillating airfoils. 
Effect of flapping frequency
The flapping frequency as a further critical parameter in flapping motion is considered in the present section. Fig. 7 shows the thrust and power coefficients, as well as the efficiency, versus the reduced frequency. As observed in Fig. 6 the thrust and lift of every mode increase nonlinearly when increasing the reduced frequency and the maximal propulsive efficiency occurs around = 1.0. Note that the maximum efficiency for the single wing is shifted slightly to a lower reduced frequency compared with the wings combined with stationary tail. Fig. 7 also indicates that at low reduced frequencies (say below = 1.0) the propulsive efficiency of the tandem and biplane configurations is less than that of a single wing as the tail experiences drag. The force due to the tail is significantly dominated by drag.
Effect of angle of attack
Previous study focuses on the effect of frequency, while for a real ornithopter, it is crucial to fly with an angle of attack to provide net lift during each flapping cycle. In this section we investigate the dynamic performance of angle of attack on single, tandem and biplane configurations. Computation is conducted from AOA = 0° to 20° with an increment of 2.5°. Lift, thrust, power coefficients and propulsive efficiency are plotted in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that lift coefficients are increasing with the increasing AOA, and the wing to tail interaction contributes the lift generation. The lift difference between single and tandem models descents after around AOA = 10°, which indicates that the effect of wing to tail interaction become smaller with a higher AOA. Biplane model provides the largest lift in the high angles of attack regime (AOA > 10°), because the lift is integrated on two wings. As seen, the biplane model owns the largest critical AOA around 12.5° from thrust to drag. The propulsive power doesn't change too much along with the AOA. It is also noted that tandem model has a notable efficiency with small AOA while biplane model can provide a relatively stable propulsive efficiency in a wider AOA range. 
Effect of wing to tail distance
In this section, simulations are conducted to investigate the distance effect between the forward wing and tail. The distance to chord length ratio / is set from 0.25 to 2. AOA = 0°, = 2 are specified for all computations. Fig. 9 gives the vorticity contour of the tandem and biplane models with increasing / at / = 0.9. It can be seen that a stronger interaction happens when the tail settled closer to the forward flapping wing. Leading edge vortex on the tail can be obviously found when / is smaller than 1.0. In order to provide a detailed insight for the propulsive performance, , and the propulsive efficiency versus / of tandem and biplane models, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 10 . It is noted that and decrease with the increasing wing to tail distance; therefore, it can conclude that the wing to tail interaction contributes more thrust when / is smaller. In Fig. 10(b) the change in biplane model is too small that can be omitted when compared to tandem model. The radio of thrust generated by tail to the total thrust is shown in Fig. 11 . The lift contribute by tail can peak to around 30 % for tandem mode, while only drag is produced on the tail when the tail is mounted behind a symmetrical biplane configuration when AOA = 0°. Ct Cp   different wing to tail distances for a given AOA = 10° is shown in Fig. 12 , moment center locates at the leading edge of the oscillating airfoils. The period averaged moment coefficients for AOA = 0° are all located at about 0, which illustrates that the tail is not functional when the ornithopter flies at AOA = 0°. However, when applied with AOA = 10°, the tail can provide a reliable control moment and the control moment decreases with the increasing wing to tail distance. Such conclusion has been proved on the real DelFly flapping wing MAV that it is easy to control the flapper when the tail closely mounted behind the forward wing. 
Conclusions
The propulsive characteristics of three different flapping models: single wing, tandem wings, and biplane wings are numerically simulated by a URANS solver coupled with an overset grid method. Effect of oscillating frequency, angle of attack and wing to tail distance are detailed investigated. The wing-tail interaction significantly benefits the thrust generation when the wings are tandem arranged. Moreover, tandem wing is the most efficiency model when applied with high frequencies. Biplane wings model has the most inefficiency propulsive performance, nevertheless it can provide enough thrust force. With the increasing AOA, biplane has the largest critical angle from thrust to drag. Wing-tail interaction becomes weaker when the tail is mounted further from the flapping wings. The present of the tail in tandem model bring more benefits compared with the tail in biplane model. The tail in biplane model is only functional for flight control when applied with a non-zero angle of attack. 
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